
IMPORTANT - PLEASE READ: Information published within this brochure reflects product design, fabrication, material, components and specifications at the date of printing. If your vehicle was manufactured before this brochure was published this information may not 
be accurate because vehicles assembled before the brochure was published may not have the same design, fabrication, materials, components and specification as represented in the brochure. If your vehicle was manufactured after this sales brochure was published the  
representations may not be accurate because, for product improvement reasons, we reserve the unilateral right, at any time, without prior notice, to make changes in product design, material, components and specifications. The date the brochure was  
published (i.e. “Julian date”) is set forth on the last page of the brochure. IF CERTAIN INFORMATION PUBLISHED WITHIN THIS BROCHURE IS SIGNIFICANT TO YOUR PURCHASING DECISION, PLEASE CONSULT WITH YOUR SELLING DEALERSHIP TO CONFIRM THAT THE   
INFORMATION IS ACCURATE WITH RESPECT TO THE VEHICLE YOU ARE CONSIDERING PURCHASING. Photographs in the brochure may depict optional equipment or may only be available in certain floor plans. We reserve the right to make changes in prices and models and 
to discontinue models without notice or obligation. Components, appliances and the chassis may have been manufactured in a calendar year before the vehicle’s designated model year. All capacities are approximate. The actual length of the vehicle may differ from that 
indicated in the brochure due to variances in the manufacturing processes and/or installed components. All dry weights are based on standard model features and do not include optional features or equipment. Components, appliances and features may differ to conform to 
local codes. Due to EPA environmental restrictions, engine power and torque ratings may change during any model year. The Thor Motor Coach logo and its design are registered trademarks. Other products and company names are trademarks and/or registered trademarks 
of their respective manufacturer. While the color of the motorhome’s exterior and the interior fabrics depicted in this brochure are fair and reasonable depictions, the colors depicted may not be exact match of the actual colors because of variances in photo processing 
and printing. Component part and appliance manufacturers issue limited warranties covering portions of the vehicle not covered under the limited warranty we issue. To learn specific details regarding warranty coverage please consult your selling dealership or review the 
warranty packet inside the vehicle.

THE MOTORHOME WITH A STORY...

AUTOMOTIVE & COCKPIT
• AM/FM Dash Radio with CD Player and 

Auxiliary Input Plug

• Leatherette Captain’s Chairs

• Deluxe Exterior Mirrors

• Stainless Steel Wheel Liners

• 5,000 lb. Trailer Hitch

AUTOMOTIVE & COCKPIT OPTIONS
• Back-up Camera with Audio

• Side View Camera System  
(Requires Back-up Camera)

GALLEY
• Double Door Refrigerator

• 3-Burner High-Output Gas Cooktop with 
Oven

• Microwave Oven

• Oversized Bowl Sink with Single Lever 
Gooseneck Faucet

• Pullout Pantry

• Skydome

• Utility Closet with Hanging Hooks

• Waste & Recycling Containers

STANDARD FEATURES AND OPTIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

INTERIOR
• Residential Linoleum (Galley, Living 

Room, Bath and Entry Way)

• 13,500 BTU Roof Air Conditioner

• Cherry Cabinetry

• Leatherette Convertible Sofa

• Wrap-around Leatherette Booth Dinette

• Electric Fold-Away Overhead Front Bunk

• Night Shades

INTERIOR OPTIONS
• 15,000 BTU Roof Air Conditioner

BEDROOM & BATHROOM
• Queen Size Bed with Fiber Mattress

• Linen Closets in the Hallway and  
Bathroom

• Pull-Out Drawer with FDA Approved  
Pet Bowl Liner

• Shower with Micro Anti-Bacterial Shower 
Door

BEDROOM & BATHROOM OPTIONS
• Fantastic Fan® in Bathroom

CONSTRUCTION & EXTERIOR
• Exterior Mega Storage

• Skid Resistant Metal Storage  
Compartments

• Multi-Purpose Tie-Down

• Electric Patio Awning

• Rubber Tread Entry Steps with Utility 
Storage and Mud Compartment

CONSTRUCTION & EXTERIOR OPTIONS
• Full Body Paint Package

• Fully Automatic Hydraulic Leveling Jacks

• Roof Ladder

ENTERTAINMENT
• 24” LCD Television in Living Area

ENTERTAINMENT OPTIONS
• 13” LCD Television with DVD Player in 

Bedroom

SAFETY & CONVENIENCE
• Systems Control Center

• Valve Stem Extenders

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING
• Generac 40G (3600 Kilowatts) Gas  

Generator

• 30-amp Service with Marine Type  
Detachable Power Cord

• “Below-Floor” Mounted 6-gallon Gas 
Water Heater with DSI

• “Below-Floor” Mounted 35,000 BTU LP 
Furnace

• Heated and Enclosed Holding Tanks

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING OPTIONS
• Onan Microquiet 4.0 (4000 Kilowatts) 

Gas Generator

• Second Auxiliary Battery

Chassis: Ford Exterior Length: 29’7” Black (29.1/29.2)/Grey  Tanks: (29/24.5)/44

GVWR: 16,000 lbs Exterior Width: 99” LP Tank: 88 lbs

GCWR: 26,000 lbs Exterior Height: 11’11” Furnace (BTU): 35,000

Wheelbase: 190” Interior Height: 84” Awning length: 14’

Fuel Capacity 80 gal. Fresh Water Tank: 50 Exterior Storage 29.1/29.2 (cf): 131.5/122.6

YOUR LOCAL TMC DEALER:

P.O. BOX 1486
ELKHART, IN 46515

SALES DEPARTMENT
800-860-5658

ACEMOTORHOME.COM
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CHANGING EXPECTATIONS

EVOLUTION

CONCEPTS BROUGHT TO LIFE

HIBERNATION

KITCHEN-TASTIC
ROOM TO GROW

“LIVING” ROOM

WORK STATIONPET-STATION CONVERSATIONEXTRA WIDE FUNCTION

Ever drive West in the late afternoon? The A.C.E. windshield is designed to help  
eliminate heat and keep the sunlight out of your eyes.  Minimizing the driver’s blind 
spots is another goal, so the floor level cockpit window makes driving safer.  A quick 
peek out the window can alert the driver of a dog, bicycle or child on the outside of the 
coach which could be easily missed in the rear view mirrors.

The “Camper’s Corner” keeps all the waste disposal systems and LP appliances in a one 
spot, at the rear of the drivers side, well away from the camping area.  The water heater 
and furnace is located “Below-floor” which makes sense, because it keeps hot exhaust 
away from kids and pets. Also, by keeping the main LP appliances below floor any noise 
intrusion is greatly reduced on the inside of the coach. 

“Camp-Sense” basement storage properly locates major storage compartments 
on the passenger side, under the patio awning, keeping it dry and easily accessible.   
The storage boxes in the basement are “skid resistant” limiting sliding and shifting  
during transit.  A “MEGA” storage basement area with large, side-opening doors allows 
easy access from either side of the coach.  

A “wide-opening” front hood on the A.C.E. makes other motorhomes look foolish.  You 
don’t need to be a contortionist if the wiper fluid needs refilled, motor oil needs topped 
off or brake fluid needs checked.

The Electric Overhead Bed drops into place, without taking away from the living room  
seating.  There is still plenty of head room above the front captain’s chairs, maximiz-
ing seating area  and allowing full access to the passenger side computer workstation.

Check-out the space in the kitchen. The microwave, sink and oven are all within arms 
reach. An ingenious slide-out pantry is tucked away and can be extended to provide 
additional counter space. The kitchen drawers open towards the living area, so when 
cooking, the utensils can be easily accessed. 

The leatherette sofa converts from a comfortable seating area to a sleepable bed.   
The secret...No big gap in the mattress area like the less expensive jack-knife sofas in 
other coaches. 

The wrap-around dinette is so inviting, whether dining or just relaxing.  Look down  
below and notice the floor in the dinette is also linoleum, so if that glass of grape juice 
gets spilled, it’s easy to clean-up and look mom...no stain!  

DECOR OPTIONS
It’s one of those things, it just made sense.  We had so many requests from retail customers; we just had to 
do it.  Thing is, it’s not about creating a new class for Thor Motor Coach; it’s all about you, our “Ultimate Boss”.   
You’re probably reading this brochure wondering what the A.C.E. is, and why would you care.  We think you are  
going to care, because we have taken our retail customers feedback and built a motorhome that can satisfy the 
wants and needs of the Class A motorhome and Class C motorhome buyer.  
The A.C.E. is an evolution of what customers want…
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Standard GraphicsCrystal Full Body Paint

Graphite Full Body Paint

A convenient utility closet is  
located right inside the door, so 
coats and brooms can be stored 
out of the way.  The TV location 
on top of the closet provides a 
great viewing atmosphere for 
every seating position and the  
overhead bunk.  The TV swivels, 
so the family chef can follow 
along with his or her favorite  
celebrity chef!

The extra wide entry door area 
hides numerous storage spots, 
including a “Mud Room” to store 
dirty shoes. A drawer and nook 
in the steps are great for stor-
ing tools without having to track 
through the coach. Nothing is 
harder to do than get two arms 
of groceries into a coach with a 
narrow entry, so the additional 
space added to the A.C.E. will be 
especially welcomed.

Whether using the lap-
top while on the road, or 
looking for a stable place 
to finish the next Sudoku 
puzzle, the passenger side 
of the dash converts to a 
workstation with a flip of 
the lid.  An electrical out-
let for 110V or 12V is hid-
den behind the lid to plug 
in any electronic device.

Ever feel alienated while 
driving? The conversa-
tion mirror lets the driver 
monitor what’s happen-
ing in the living area  
providing an overall safer 
environment.  Moms and 
Dads will be able to keep 
an eye on the kids en-
suring no one is walking 
around while driving.   

Motorhomes and pets are 
a great combination. The 
bathroom has a multi-pur-
pose drawer located under 
the shower, and includes a 
FDA approved pet food lin-
er, which can be removed 
for cleaning or to use the 
drawer for storage.  

Mink


